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ABSTRACT 

This paper considers a queue.ing: system consisting of two 
single server queues in series, ~n. which the service time 
of an arbitrary customer at the second queue is always 
longer than any service time at the first queue. Custom.
ers arrive at the first queue according to a Poisson 
process. 

Some performance measures of this model will be studied. 
The results include expressions for the joint stationary 
distribution of the actual waiting time&· at- both queues 
and their covariance, for the total actual weiting time 
distribution in the system and for the sojourn time dis
tribution in the second queue. These results enable us 
to make a comparison with the behaviour of the model in 
which the order of the queues is reversed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We consider a queueing system consisting of two single 
server queues in series, withPoisson. arrival process at 
the first queue and infinite waiting room. at -both queues. 
The service time distributions at the first queue Q

l 
and 

second queue Q2 have non-overlapping supports (O,b] and 
[b,~). Hence Ehe service time of an arbitrary customer 
in Q2 is at least as long as any service time in Ql' 

One can think of many practical examples of such a model; 
consider e.g. a service system in which. the required 
amounts of service at both stages are lying between two 
fixed positive levels, while the first server is much 
faster than the second one. 

The special case in which all service times in Q
l 

are 
equal to a constant b~ .while all service times in Q

2 
are 

at least equal to b, has been. analysed in [1] and [5]. 
Friedman [5] has shown that the time spent in this system 
by each customer is independent of the order of the 

stages, and hence is equal to the time spent in an M/G/l 
queue with arrival process that .of Q1 and service time 
distribution that of Q. A fundamanfal extension of 
part of Friedman's wor~ is due to Tembe. and Wolff [8]. 
They remark that in general the order of the queues does 
matter, proving that the total time spent by each custom
er in a system, in which each service time in Q is at 
least as long as any service time in Ql' is at least as 
long as the total time spent by each customer in the 
system with order of queues reversed (with equality in 
Friedman's constant service time case). Their proof is 
based on sample function relations between departure 
times, times in system, etc.; they do not derive expres
sions for the distributions of these variables. 

Both Friedman and Tembe and Wolff admit a general arrival 
process. In the present study we r .estrict ourselves to 
the case of Tembe and Wolff' s model with .a. Poisson arriv
al process. For this case we derive expressions for 
(a.o.) the Laplace-Stieltjes transforms of the joint dis
tribution of the waiting times at both queues and of the 
distribution of the total waiting time. in the system. 
These results can be compared with those for the case of 
reversed order of queues; this comparison may lead to a 
better insight into the influence of the order of queues 
on the behaviour of a tandem queueing system. 

Before presenting an outline of the ' strTlcture of the 
paper we now give a 'more detailed 
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description of the model 

Consider a tandem queueing system consisting of two single 
server queues Q

l 
and Q

2 
in series, both with infinite wait

ing r .oom. Customers enter the tandem system individually 
at Q1' After completion of his service at Q1 a customer 
enters immediately Q2' and when his service at Q2 is com
pleted he leaves the tandem system. Customers are served 
individually, and at both counters the service discipline 
is the well-known first come - first served discipline. 

.Let t denote the moment o~ rrrival of the n-th customer 
C atnthe system, with tl ; 0; it will always be assumed 
tRat C

1
meets an empty system, i.e. neither at Q1 nor at Q2 

customers are present at !1' The interarrival times 
def 

~n !n - !n-1' n - 2,3, ••• , 

are assumed to be independent identically distributed 
(i.i.d.) stochastic variables (s.v.), with neiative ex
ponential distribution 

Pr{a < t} = 1 - e- t
/
a t > 0, 

-2 = 0 t S 0, 
so that the arri~i1 process is a homogeneous Poisson pro
cess with rate a • 

Let T (i) be the service time of C at 
-n (l)n 

n = 1,2, •••• The processes {!n ,n-

Qi' i ~ 1,2; 
1,2, ... }, «(2) 

-n 
independent. The n 1.2, ••• } and {a • n = 2,3, ••• } are 

(1) -n (2) , 
s.v. T • and also T , are i.i.d. positive s.v. with 
distriRution for T>O;ni 1,2; n - 1,2, •.•• 

B(i)(T)d~f pr{T(i) < T} • 
-n 

We define the moments 

e(i)d~f ~ TdB(i)(T) < ~ 
o 

e(i)d~f j. TmdB(i)(T) m = 2,3 •••• ~ 
m 0 

and the Lap1ace-Stie1tjes transforms 

e(i)(s) d~f ~e-sTdB(i)(T). 
B(l)(.) has the ~inite support (O.b]. and B(2)(.) has the 
support [b.~); hence 

pr{T(2) ~ T(l)} = 1 
-i -.1 

V i,j - 1.2 .... 

We also introduce the following s.v •• for n - 1.2 •••• : 

epoch of Cn from Q1; r d;f departure 

~n d;f number of customers in Q1 immediately after En; 

number of customers who have arrived at Q1 during 
,the service of Cn in Ql; 

-n def 
\I 1'" 
-n 

~n+1d~f time interval that Q1 is empty during (En'~n+1]; 

s (2)d~f sojourn time of Cn at Q2; 
-n + def 
[x] - max(x.O). 

Finally we define for . n = 1,2, • • • , \r\ S 1, w > 0, 
z 

K ( ) d~f E{r-n (s(2) < w)} n r,w -n 

Hn(w) d~f Pr{z 0,s(2) < w} , 
-n -n 

(1.1) 
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def Co n 
K(p,r,w) - . n~l p Kn(r,w) 

H(p,w d~f nIl pn Hn(w) 
(1.2) 

(1.3) 

We are now ready to proceed to the analysis of the model 
described above. The organization of the paper is as 
follows. 

In Section 2 we study the joint distribution of the queue 
length !n at Ql immediately after the epoch that Cn leaves 

Ql' and the sojourn time s(2) of C at Q2' From the re
sUlting expression we deri~e in Segtion 3, for the sta
tionary situation, the sojourn time dis.tribution at Q2' 
and the joint distribution of the waiting times in Ql and 
Q. This last expression leads to the distribution of 
t~e total waiting time in the system, and. to an expression 
for the covariance of the waiting times in Ql and Q2' The 
results are compared with those for the case of reversed 
order of queues. 

An important role in the analysis of our model is played 
by the sum of the differences of the service times in Q2 
and QI during a busy period of QI' This sum is studied 
in an appendix. 

2. THE BASIC EQUATION 

For the tandem model described in Section 1 we consider the 
two-dimensional imbedded Markov chain 

(2) 
{(!n'!n ), n - 1,2, ••• }. We can write for n - 1,2, ••• : 

(2.1) 

if !n > 0, 

(2.2) 

s(2) - [s(2) - T(l) - _0n+lr+ + _Tn+(12) if _zn - 0 
-n+l -n -n+l ' 

(!i2
)- !i2» • 

It follows from (1.1), (2.1) and (2.2) for n - 1,2, •.. , 
Irl ~ 1, w > 0: 

K ( ) E{ !n+l( (2) < w)} n+l r,w - r !n+l 

(2.3) 

Note that !n and !~2) are both independent of !~~i, !~!i 
and ~n+l' while !~~~ -is independelK 'of !~li and ~n+l' 
Furthermore ~n+l (when positive) is negative exponentially 

distributed with mean a, no matter what are the values of 

8(2) and ,(1) 
-n -n+l Hence we can rewrite the two terms in 

the righthand side of (2.3) in the following way. using 
(1.1) (n - 1.2 .... , Irl ~ 1, w > 0): 

Z +\1 (1) + (2) 
~ E{r-n -n+I([!~2)_ !n+l] + !n+l < w'~n > O)} 

< W-U'!n 

w 
J J dB(l)(t) dB(2)(u). 

t=O u-O 

~ k -t!a(t/a)k !n (2) + 
• L r e ---k-l-- E{r ([s -t] < w-u,z > O)} 

k=O -n-n 

.{Kn(r,w-u+t) - Hn(w-u+t)} ; 

V 
E{r-n+l([s (2) (1) ]+ (2) 

-n - !n+l - ~n+l + !n+l < W'!n -

.{ J ! e-g/ a H (w-u+g+t) dg}. 
g=O a n 

From (i.2) and (2.3), (2.4), (2.5) it follows for 
Ip I < 1, Ir I ~ I, w > 0: 

zl (2) 
K(p,r.w) - p E{r- (!l < w)} 

_ 2 f , ~-(l-r)t/adB(l)(t) dB(2) (u). 
r twO u"O 

.{K(p.,l',w-:u+t:) - H(p,w-u+t)} + 

ex> 1 -g/a .{ J - e H(p,w-u+g+t) dg}. 
g-O a 

(2.4) 

0) } 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

Now we take Laplace-Stieltjes transforms (LST) in (2.6). 
Differentiation of the two terms in the righthand side of 
(2.6) with respect to w leads to four different terms, 
since w appears both in integral boundary and integrand. 
After some arithmetic we obtain for Ipl < I, Irl ~ 1, 
Re s ~ 0 (see (1.3»: 

k(p,r,s) - p a(l)«l-r)/a) a(2)(s) 

+.£. 13(2)(5) 
· r 

• { J 
y=t 

J e-(I-r)t/a dB(I)(t) . 
t=O 

. [K(p,r,t) - H(p,t)] + 

f e-«l-r)/a -s)t dB(l)(t) . 
t=O 

e-sy d {K(p,r,y) - H(p,y)}} + 
y 

J e rt / a dB(l)(t) 
t=O 

1 -y/a 
• { J ~ e H(p,y) dy} + 

y=t 
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+ p a(2)(s) I e-«l-r)/a -s)t dB(l)(t) 

t-O 

I 
-sz 7 ! e-g/a d H(p,z+g) dg} • (2.7) e o a z z-t g-

Now we use the fact that (see Section 1) B(l)(.) has the 
finite support (O,b], while B(2)(.) has the support [b,~), 
thus causing K(p,r,z) and H(p,z) to be zero for z s b. 
Hence the first term in the righthand . side of (2.7) dis
appears;the last integral in the second term can be re
placed by (k(p,r,s) - h(p,s»; the third term becomes 

p a(2)(s) a(l)(-r/a) h(p,l/a) ; 

the fourth term can be rewritten in the following way, 
using the transform x - z+g, v - -z+g: 

1 b e-«l-r)/a - s)t dB(l) (t). 
- '2 I 

t-O 
1 1 1 1 

~ x-2t - 2(s~)x - 2(-s~)v 
.{ I lee dxH(p,x) dv} -

x-t v--x 

a bl e-«l-r)/a - s)t dB(l) ( ) 
-- t. 

I-as t-O 

(! 
.{ I (e-sx _ e a 

x-t 

a ~ e-«l-r)/a - s)t dB(l)(t). - r:as 
t-O 

(! - s)t - !x 
.{ I (e-sx _ e a a ) dxH(p,x)} 

x-O . 

_____ a [a(l)«l-r)/a _ s) h(p,s) - a(l)(-r/a) h(p,l/a)], 
I-as 

Ipl < 1, Irl S 1, Re s ~ O. (2.8) 

(2. ·7) finally becomes: 

k(p,r,s) - p a(l)«l-r)/a) a(2) (s) 

_ ~ a(l)«l-r)/a - s) a(2)(s) [k(p,r,s) - h(p,s)] + 
r 

+ --2- a(l)«l-r)/a - s) a(2)(s) h(p,s) -
I-as 

~ a(l) (-r/a) a(2)(s) h(p,l/a) 
I-as 

Ipl < 1, Irl s 1, Re s ~ 0, (2.9) 

and hence for Ipl < 1, Irl s 1, Re s ~O we obtain the 
basic equation 

(1) (2) -1 (2) 
k(p,r,s) - [r - pa «l-r)/a-s) a (s)] p a (s). 

[r a(l)«l-r)/a)+ ( ___ r_ - 1) a(l)«l - r)/a-s)h(p,s) -
I-as 

ras a{l) (-r/a)h{p,l/a)]. 
I=as 

Note that a(l)(v) is defined for all values of v. 

(2.l0) 

In Section 1 we have already mentioned the fact that a 

special case of the present model (viz. !~l) = a, 

' T(2) - a + e ~ a, n - 1,2, ••• , the s.v. ~n being i.i.d.) 
-n -n 
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has been' analysed in [1]. We can now proceed as in [1] 
to determine h(p,s) from the fact that .k{p,r,s) is an 
analytic function of r for Irl S 1, p and s being fixed, 
Ipl < l~ . Re s ~ 0, .whereas the denominator of the right
hand si~e of (2.l0) has exactly one zero in the region 
Irl < 1 (see also the appendix), and from the fact that 
h{p,s) is an analyti~ function of s for Re s ~ O. How
ever. ~ the~ ca) cn ) eH one be.eoma...r.atbe.l:.....length¥.~ and the re
sults are quite complicated. We therefore restrict our
selves in the ·following .. to . the. conaide.ra.ti.on of the sta
t~onary situation. 

3. STATIONARY RESULTS 

Let a d~f a(i) la, i - 1,2. We assume in the following 
'that ia < 1; hence also a

l 
< 1. Proceeding as in [1] it 

is not 2hard . to prove that the stationary distributions 
of' aLL. relevant variables of the model (like waiting 
times, sojourn times and .queue lengths) exist if a 2 < 1. 
See also Sacks [6] for a discussion of equilibrium condi
tions for queues in series. 
Notation 

The following convention is made: . if ~n' n - 1,2, ••• , 
conver~es 1n distribution for n + ~~o a distriQu~iQn 
X{.) . then by! we denote a s.v. 'having the distribution 
X{.), and by xZs) we denote the LST of X{.). The same 
holds for ~t' t + ~. 

Introducing for Irl S 1, Re s ~ 0, 

d~f 
z 

(~~2) k{r,s) I e-sw d E{r~ < w)} , 
w 0 (3.1) 

h{s) d~f I -sw d Pr{z - o s (2) < w} e w -!"" '-"", , 
0 

and using the relations k{r,s) - lim (l-p) k(p,r,s), 
p+l 

h(s) - lim (l-p) h(p,s), we obtain from (2.10) for 
p+l 

Irl S 1, Re s ~ 0: 

k{r,s) - [r-a(l){(l-r)/a-s) a(2)(s)]-1 a(2){s). 

r (I) /) '[(l-as - 1) a ({l-r) a- s h(s)-

~lr a(l){-r/a) hel/a)]. 
-as 

(3.2) 

k{r,s) is an analytic function of r for Irl S 1, s being 
fixed, Re s ~ O. However, the denominator of the right
hand side of (3.2) has exactly one zero (see the appen
dix) r - ~(s) in the region Irl < 1, with 

(1) 

~(s)-E[exp{-s ~L (T{2)_ T{l»}] 
i-I -i -i 

Re s~O, (3.3) 

n{l) being the number of customers served in a busy 
period of Ql' 

A standard analyticity argument now yields: 

- ~l(s) a(l){-~{s)/a)a h{l/a) , 
-as 

Re s ~ O. 

Now use the M/G/l results (cf. Cohen [4] Ch. 11.4) 

pr{~ - O} .. 1 - aI' 
(I) -1 

E{~ } - (1-a
1

) , 

and the following results (cf. (3.1) and (3.3), re
spectively) 

(3.4) 
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lim h(s) = Pr{~~ = O} , 
s~ 

Letting s tend to zero from above. ·;1.n both sides pf (3.4) 
then leads to h(l/a)' = (1 -a

2
)/a(1) (¥- l/a), and hence for 

Re s ~ 0 

Substitution of (3.5) in (3.2) gives 

a(2)(s) as(1-a2) 
k(r ,s) - (1) (2) I-as 

r-a «l-r)/a - s) a (s) 

as-l+r 
. [as-1+ds) C;(s) 

13(1) «l-r)/a-s)a(l)(_C;(s)/a) 

13(1) «l-C;(s»/a- s) a(l)(-l/a) 

Irl ~ 1, Re s ~ O. 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

We are now able to determine the LST of the sojourn time 
distribution at Q2: 

-s s (2) (2) ' as(1-a
2

) 
k(l,s) c E{e -~} a (s) 

- 1-13(1) (-s) a(2)(s) I-as 

Re s ~ O. (3.7) 

Remark 3.1 

Substitution of a(l)(s) = e-as , a(2)(s) - e-as yes) with 

y(s)=E{e-s~n}, corresponding to the model with T(l) == a 
and T(2) -n -n = a + ~n ~ a, leads to the expressions for k(r,s) 

and h(s) that were obtained for that model in [1]. 

Remark 3.2 

One can prove that the expression (1-a2)/(1-al )· 

'as-l:~(s) has the following interpretation: it is the 

LST of the limiting distribution of the s.v'~j' with 
def 

~j c the amount of work in Q2 immediately before the 

arrival in Q2 of the first customer of the j-th busy 
period of Ql' 

We now turn to the consideration of the joint limiting 
distr.ibution of w(l) and w(2), the actual waiting times 

-n -n 
of Cn in Ql and Q2' respectively. 

THEOREM 3.1 

For a
2 

< 1, 

(1) 
E[exp{- l~r ~~l) _ s ~~2)}) _ a ;-s)[k('r,S)-h(S)] + 

--.L[a(l) (-s)h"(s) /s - 13(1) (-l/a) ah(l/a)] , 
I-as 

Irl s 1, Re s ~ O. 

Proof (sketch) 
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(3.8) 

In pg. 69 of [1] we have shown that for a general tandem 
queueing model (the model described in Section 1 of the 
present study, but without any assumption on the supports 
of the service time distributions): 

E[exp{- l;! wCl)} (w(2) < w)] 
a -n+l -n+l 

-! L rk Pr{z = k,[s(2) 
r k-l -n -n 

{ [ s ( 2) ( 1) +} 
+ Pr !n - 0, -n - !n+l - ~n+l] < w , 

Irl ~ 1, w > 0, n - 1,2, ••• , 

which leads to (cf. [1] pg. 71): 

E[exp{- l~r ~~(l)} (~2) < w)] 

(3.9) 

Irl ~ 1, w > O. 

Taking the LST in (3.9) yields (3.8) after lengthy calcu
lations, which are somewhat similar to those in (2.7) and 
(2.8) and will be omitted. 0 

Substitution of s - 0 and (l-r)/a - p in (3.8) leads to 
the Pollaczek-Khinchine formula for an M/G/l queue (cf. 
Cohen [4]): 

-pw (1) 

E{e -co } = (l-a
l

) cap (3.10) 
ap - 1 + a(l)(p) • 

Similarly (3.8) leads - after appropriate substitutions 
for r and with the help of (3.5) and (3.6) - to the fol
lowins results (w is a s.v. with .distribution the limit-

ing distribution-:f w(l) + w(2) , the total waiting time 
-n -n 

of Cn in the system). 

THEOREM 3.2 

For a
2 

< 1, 

Re s ~ 0; (3.11) 
-IJ w as( 1 - a 2) 

E{ e -~}- -"!----m~-
1 + a(2)(s) as -

Remark 3.3 

One can easi~y check that the distributions of !~(2) and 

!~ . are proper probability distributions. Also note that 

(3.11) follows immediately from (3.7). 

Remark 3.4 

In the case T(l) == a., T(2) - a + e ~ a, the term between 
-n -n -n 

square brackets in the righthand side- of (.3.12) is equal 
t .o one and the righthand.. aide of (3.12) is equal to the 
LST of the limiting distribution of the waiting times 
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in an M/C/l system (ith arrival intensity a-I and· service 
time distribution B 2)(.). This result is implicitly con
tained in Friedman [5]. 

COROLLARY 3. 1 

For a 2 < 1, (with ., denoting.. a .derivative) 

a (1) 
2 

[a' (1) (-l/a) + a(l) a(l)(-l/a)]/a(l)(-l/a) 

a (1) 
2 

(3.13) 

[a'(l) (-l/a)'+ a(l)a(l) (-l/aH/a(l) (-l/a) + a(2), (3.14) 

a (2) 

E{!~} = 2a(12_ a
2

) -

(3.15) 

+[ a" (1) (-1/a)+2a (1) a ' ~l) (-l/a)+a?) a (1) (-l/a) ] /8(1)( -l/a) , 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

These results follow after straightforward (but sometimes 
very tedious) calculations from (3.7), (3.11) and (3.12). 

We have omitted the lengthy expression for E{(! ~2»2}, 
but we have used it to calculate 

the expression for . the cov.ar.iance might uso have been 
derived from (3.8). 0 

Remark 3.5 

For the case T (1) = a, T (2) - a + e· . ~ a (3.17) reduces 
-n -n -n 

to the following expression, which has also been dis
cussed in [1] and [2]: 
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In the. present more general ·model cov(w (1), w (2» is 

again linearly dependent on a (2), alth~:gh it -~s not di

rectly .proportional to (a (2) _ a (1» • 

Remark 3.6 

In Section 1 we have mentioned a result of Tembe and Wolff 
[8] concerning · the. optimal order af .q.ue.ues in a tandem 
systemr this resul.t implies that .in the present model the 
t;otal .time. ap.ent....J..n- the system. is stochastically larger 
than. the. total time. spent in the system with reversed or
de-r. of .q:ue.ues.... Obvie.usly a s.imil.ar. result holds for the 
~t.al. W&i.ting time (~ total time· in. system minus service 
times"). The total waiting time. in the "reversed" system 
is obviously equal to the waiting time in its first queue, 
which is an M/C/l queue ("Q3") with arrival intensity 

a-I and. aervice .time distribution B(2)(.). For the queue 
Q3 we have, with an obvious notation: . 

-s ~(3) as(l - a
2

) 
E{e } -, Re s ~ 0, 

as - 1 + a(2)(s) 

\C,. the expression in (3.12) for the LST of the total 
walting . time. distribution in the original model, and see 
Remark 3.4); 

a (2) 
E{!..,(3)} _ ~"!I""2_~ 

2a(1 - a
2

) 

a(2) (a(2»2 
E{(!.., (3»2} ~ 3 + ~~2 ___ ~ 

3a(1 - a2) 2a2(1 _ a
2
)2 

Comparison with (3.15) and (3.16) yields: 

[E{!..,2} _ E{(!.., (3»2}) a(l)(-l/a) _ 

_ a"(1)(_1/a)+2a(1)a'(1)(_1/a)+a(1)a(1)(-1/a) + 
2 

(3.19) 

a (2) 

+[2a(1-a
2

) - 2][a'(1)(_1/a)+a(1)a(1)(_1/a)]. 
a(l - a 2) 

(3.20) 

It can be easily shown by differentiation with respect 
to a that the righthand side of (3.20) is non-increasing 
in a, while it tends to zero when a ~~. Hence indeed 

E{!..,2} ~ E{(!.., (3»2} 

Remark 3.7 . 

The approach of. the present study can be carried over to 
allow Erlang.ian interarrival time distribution. It is 
also possible to determine the joint distribution of the 
soj ourn times in Ql and Q.2'. and of the amounts of work 

in Q
l 

and. Q2' following the approach outlined in [1]; 

but these results will be omitted. 

Appendix 

Define 

T (1) ~ 0, n - 1,2, ••• ; 
~n 
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with ne!) the number of customers served during a busy 
period of the M/G/l queue Ql' 

THEOREM A.l 

For Ipl S 1, Re s ~ 0, 

n(l) n(l) 
E{p - e -sl} . - p B (2) (s) B (1) «l-E{p - e~~!.}) /a -s). (A. 1) 

The proof, based on a branching . theor.y argument, is com
pletely analogous to proofs of . similaL relations in Cohen 
[4] pp. 24·9-250, . and Boxma. [~] pg .• 21.4, [3] pg.94, and 
will therefore be oMitted. 0 

Let 

a(r;p,s)d!f r-p B(1)«(1-r)/a -s)B(2)(s), IplSl, Re s~O, 

(A.2) 

be a function of r. Let ~(p,s) be the zero of a(r;p,s) 
which has the smallest absolute value. · Such a zero exists 

. n(l) -sY 
since E{p- e -} is according to Theorem· A.l a zero of 

n(l) sy 
a(r;p,s), and IE{p- e- -}I S 1 for Ipl S 1, Re s ~ 0; 
for p - 1, s - 0, r - 1 is obviously a zero. 

THEOREM A.2 

a. The function a(r;p,s) has only one zero in Irl<l if 
(i) Ip I < 1, Re s ~ 0; 
(H) I pis 1, Re s > 0, 
(iii) Ipl S 1, Re s ~ 0, al > 1. 

b. If P - 1, s - 0, a l S 1, then ~(1,0) - 1. 

Proof 

a(i) and a(H) follow easily by using . Rouch~' s Theorem 
(cf. Titchmarsh [9]). Now consider a(iii). For E > 0 
sufficiently small and a l > 1 we have with ·1 r I - 1 - E:. 

and application of Rouch~'s Theorem to (A.2) leads to the 
desired result. Part b is a special case of a statement 
proved in Tak~cs [7], pg. 48. 0 

THEOREM A.3 
n(l) Y 

~(p,s) - E'{p- e -s_} , 

in all cases mentioned in Theorem A.2. 

Trivial, except for the case p - 1, s - 0, a1 > 1, be

cause r - 1 is then a second zero of a(riP,s) in the re
gion Irl ~ 1. But according to M/G/l theorY(l) 

(1) n -sY 
E{(~ < oo)} < 1 if a

l 
> 1, so again E{p- e -} is 

the zero of a(r;p,s) in Irl S 1 which.has the smallest 
absolute value. 0 
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